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FoodShare	
   Toronto	
   works	
   with	
   communities	
   to	
   improve	
   access	
   to	
   affordable	
  
healthy	
  food	
  from	
  -‐-‐	
  field	
  to	
  table.	
  We	
  work	
  to	
  reduce	
  hunger	
  so	
  that	
  everyone	
  in	
  the	
  
City	
   has	
   access	
   to	
   adequate	
   food;	
   to	
   increase	
   access	
   to	
   healthy	
   food	
   for	
   everyone,	
  
especially	
   children	
   and	
   help	
   to	
   create	
   a	
   sustainable	
   agricultural	
   system	
   in	
   Ontario,	
  
where	
  local	
  farmers	
  have	
  increased	
  access	
  to	
  urban	
  markets.	
  At	
  FoodShare	
  we	
  work	
  
on	
  food	
  issues	
  "from	
  field	
  to	
  table"	
  -‐	
  meaning	
  that	
  we	
  focus	
  on	
  the	
  entire	
  system	
  that	
  
puts	
   food	
   on	
   our	
   tables:	
   from	
   the	
   growing,	
   processing	
   and	
   distribution	
   of	
   food	
   to	
   its	
  
purchasing,	
  
cooking	
  
and-‐consumption.	
  	
  
	
  
Over	
  the	
  past	
  22	
  years,	
  FoodShare	
  has	
  become	
  a	
  recognised	
  innovator	
  of	
  community	
  
based	
   and	
   culturally	
   sensitive	
   programs.	
   Our	
   programs	
   include:	
   the	
   Good	
   Food	
   Box,	
  
a	
   non-‐profit	
   food	
   distribution	
   system	
   that	
   sells	
   over	
   4,000	
   boxes	
   of	
   healthy	
   local	
  
food	
  through	
  a	
  network	
  of	
  170	
  volunteer	
  drop-‐offs	
  around	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Toronto;	
  the	
  
Community	
   Garden	
   Network,	
   whose	
   2000	
   garden	
   members	
   facilitate	
   over	
   100	
  
individual	
  gardens;	
  the	
  Student	
  Nutrition	
  Program,	
  that	
  helps	
  organise	
  school-‐based	
  
food	
   programs	
   to	
   facilitate	
   student	
   access	
   to	
   healthier	
   food	
   during	
   the	
   school	
   day;	
  
the	
   Urban	
   Agriculture	
   Program,	
   which	
   encourages	
   cultural	
   diversity	
   in	
   urban	
   food	
  
production	
   by	
   operating	
   a	
   6,000	
   square	
   foot	
   market	
   garden	
   on	
   the	
   grounds	
   of	
   the	
  
Centre	
   for	
   Addiction	
   and	
   Mental	
   Health	
   (CAMH);	
   	
   the	
   FoodLink	
   Hotline,	
   which	
  
maintains	
   a	
   database	
   and	
   co-‐ordinates	
   information	
   about	
   all	
   food	
   programs	
   in	
   the	
  
City;	
  and	
  the	
  Focus	
  on	
  Food	
  Program,	
  a	
  six-‐month	
  program	
  to	
  “at	
  risk”	
  youth	
  in	
  the	
  
city	
  by	
  training	
  them	
  in	
  various	
  program	
  areas.	
  
	
  
We	
  believe	
  that	
  food	
  is	
  vital	
  to	
  the	
  health	
  of	
  individuals	
  and	
  communities,	
  and	
  that	
  
access	
  to	
  good,	
  healthy	
  food	
  is	
  a	
  basic	
  human	
  right.	
  FoodShare	
  promotes	
  policies	
  -‐	
  
such	
   as	
   adequate	
   social	
   assistance	
   rates,	
   sustainable	
   agriculture,	
   universal	
   funding	
  
of	
   community-‐based	
   programs	
   and	
   nutrition	
   education	
   -‐	
   that	
   will	
   make	
   food	
   a	
  
priority	
  at	
  all	
  levels	
  of	
  society.	
  

The need for Good Food Markets
Given its culturally diverse population and proximity to high quality, locally grown
produce, one would think that Toronto has the potential for many strong farmers’ markets
that could meet the needs of low-income neighbourhoods. However, to date, the most
successful markets are not near high densities of low-income or immigrant populations
and there are relatively few markets given the population density of Toronto.
There are several reasons for this. First, there is a shortage of farmers who find it
financially viable to sell at farmers’ markets, and in particular at markets in low-income
neighbourhoods. Many successful markets in low-income communities in the United
States have bridged this gap through a government-funded nutrition supports like the US
Department of Agriculture food programs that support initiatives like the Farmers’
Market Nutrition Program which provides vouchers to low-income women, children and
seniors. Also, many farmers in the GTA are not currently oriented to selling at markets.
More dialogue is needed to understand what supports would motivate most small farmers
to participate in new markets for low-income residents.
At the same time markets in low-income communities have had a shortage of customers
that could make markets viable for farmers --- more resources for outreach and
promotion are needed, as well as more research and experimentation regarding the kind
of produce, and products, that low-income and multicultural customers want. Cultural
diversity is another major issue to be explored. Most newcomers and immigrants want to
buy their cultural foods in Canada. Yet often these foods are only available at specialty
stores, which may not be easily accessible, and may be very expensive. Growing of
cultural produce locally, in particular herbs and vegetables, is an untapped market. Given
the enormous cultural diversity of Toronto we also need to find a place at markets for
imported cultural foods that cannot be grown in Canada in order to make them attractive
to newcomers and immigrants.
Many communities are interested in having markets - but making linkages with farmers,
who would find it financially viable to invest in the start-up of small markets is very
challenging. Also the logistics of market start-up, from finding a site, organizing
promotion and running regular markets are a daunting task for many organizations, even
though they would like to expand their food access programs.
Good Food Markets helps to bridge the gap between farmers and low-income
communities by purchasing directly from farmers and distributing their bounty to lowincome produce stands. The program is designed to be an inexpensive and easy to run
alternative to organizing a full farmers’ market.
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Introduction
Thank you for your interest in starting a Good Food Market in your community. This
manual is designed to help you learn how to set-up, run and order for a market in your
community. It will also highlight the many benefits that a market provides to your
community and how FoodShare’s commitment to sourcing produce from local and
sustainable farms will help the lives of farmers too.
“The market has brought the community together and has made them feel empowered to choose and
purchase food for themselves. It also taps into the most important resource-time. Volunteers are using their
skills to make these markets vibrant community spaces”
Mark-Jan Daalderop Adanac Market Coordinator

Why start a good food market
A Good Food Market has the ability to not only provide healthy accessible produce to
low income individuals and families but also to create a public space for socialization,
volunteerism and celebration. The GF Markets are open to everyone and this helps to
reduce marginalization of members of society who face various barriers to healthy,
affordable produce. FoodShare also works hard to connect local farmers to city tables.
We strive to help create stable local markets and sustainable practices from field to table.
The GF Market is also a place for patrons to engage in conversation about food issues,
health and farming practices. A GF Market is an excellent place for education and
dialogue.

Who can start a good food market
FoodShare gets some of its funding specifically for thirteen priority neighborhoods in
Toronto. If you are located in or close to these areas, we would be very excited to help
support a Good Food Market project in your community (see appendix A). However, if
you believe that your community has barriers to healthy, local produce and wish to
consider starting a produce market, please give us a call. Some barriers may include
income, mobility, isolation, and proximity to grocery vendors.

Overall Goals of the program
Health: To make healthy whole fruits and vegetables more accessible to communities by
starting markets in poorly serviced areas and by providing educational materials to
inform communities of the health benefits whole foods provide.
Affordability: To reduce the cost of healthy food by buying directly from farmers, buying
in large quantities and utilizing volunteers and agencies, to make fruits and vegetables
more accessible.
Accessibility: To place markets in communities that do not have access to nearby grocery
stores or farmers’ markets.

Community: To build community by creating a space for social interaction, networking,
volunteerism, education and celebration.
Supporting farmers: To increase the income of farmers by buying whole food directly
from farmers at a fair price. To support local farmers so income stays within local
communities and to support farmers growing food using sustainable methods.

Start- up Funds
The start-up cost of a Good Food Market is approximately $700. FoodShare offers a kit
with all the basic resources to start a market for this amount (see appendix E for a list of
start-up resources). It is important to start a market with a full selection of vegetables,
because variety and abundance are key elements for success. Let FoodShare help you
decide on the amount of produce to purchase for your first market.

Sustainability
Making a market financially sustainable is challenging. Many supermarkets make their
profits and pay their bills by selling processed, packaged foods that rely on commodity
corn or soybeans. Produce is not sold in supermarkets because it is profitable but
rathermore for its ability to draw consumers into the store. Achieving sustainability at a
market that sells only whole fruits and vegetables, at affordable prices, is a challenge for
market organizers. FoodShare marks up the wholesale produce by 10% to cover
transportation costs and then market organizers are suggested to mark up the produce
another 10% to cover the cost of the left-over produce that is not sold (assuming 90% of
the produce is sold). Here are some tips to help make your market more financially
sustainable:
• Remember the other benefits your community gains from having a market.
• Remember that these Markets are about food access and are not intended to make a
profit.
• Healthy value added products like bread, cut vegetables, soups, etc. are an excellent
addition to a market and help to make it sustainable. (E.g. a 70-cent bag of carrots
can be cut up into 3-4 bags of carrot sticks and sold for 75 cents each. You can
organize a group of volunteers to cut the produce in your community/church kitchen).
• Advertising specials of the week can help to bring more customers to the market.
• Research the prices at the local supermarket. Although your prices are sometimes
lower than prices at the supermarket, some of your prices may be higher. Lowering
some of your higher prices and raising some of your lower prices can help to improve
your credibility as a low cost source of vegetables.
• Special events like corn roasts or musicians can help bring more customers.
• Develop a strategy to utilize unused produce for other programs in your community,
for example community meals or community kitchens.
• Give customers a discount for bringing their own bags (5 cents off) will save you
money on purchasing bags.

Time Commitment
For a weekly Good Food Market a minimum time commitment of 5 hours per week to
organize and run the market should be expected. This does not include event planning,
volunteer training and educational material creation.

Selecting a time, day, and location
Use your best judgement when deciding the where’s and when’s of your market. Ideally
a market should be located in an area that is visible, easily accessible for your target
community, and a nice place to spend time and socialize. The location of your market
may also be determined by the availability of community space. An ideal location has the
following characteristics:
• Accessible and visible to the community
• Area with high community traffic
• Storage for tables, chairs, baskets, tent and other market resources
• Refrigeration/storage for remaining produce
• Indoor location available for use in poor weather and winter
Common locations for markets:
• Toronto Community Housing buildings
• Community centres
• Churches
There is no failproof way to know what day and time will be the most successful. The
best advice to talk to many community members who are likely to use the market and ask
them what day and time works best for them. The majority of the markets that FoodShare
supports take place either in the early afternoon (10am-1pm) or in the early evening (37). Do your best when selecting a time you think will work. Remember you can always
change the day and time later.

Market research
Before starting your market take the time to talk to your community about preferred
location, preferred time and preferred fruits and vegetables. You may find that many of
the vegetables desired by your community are culturally specific imported foods. Starting
the market with a dedication to please the community is important. Utilize education
materials and start conversations to move towards a market that promotes and supports
local, seasonal and sustainable food.

Advertising
FoodShare will provide 12 full colour posters and a flyer that can be printed and
distributed by your agency. A sandwich board is highly recommended to aid in visibility
when the market is running. Once established, a market needs very little advertising if it
provides high quality produce, affordable prices, friendly faces and dialogue between
vendor and buyer.

Health and safety regulations
The Good Food Market can sell fruits and vegetables and products that are processed in a
certified kitchen. Hand washing is necessary before handling food or after eating or
going to the bathroom.

Customer service

Being a vendor at an outdoor/indoor produce market may sound romantic but while it is
often fun, it can be downright stressful. Often people do not line up in single file or
decide to come behind the market stand to check out what you have in the cardboard
boxes. It is easy to become overwhelmed. Organization of the crowd is not usually an
option so you must organize yourself and your staff to get through the busy times. Here
are some tips.
• Put grocery/produce bags in a location such that patrons can get them themselves
• When writing your price cards round the prices to the nearest 5¢ to make for easier
math.
• Write the prices so that both the customer and the vendor can see them
• Have enough calculators on hand
• Make a space on the table to put the produce you are checking out
• Take the extra time before the market to make up pre-weighed bags of produce that
need to be weighted (i.e. beans)
• Relax, smile and apologize nicely if there is a long wait.
• Ask “Who was next?” to let the patrons decide who was first to prevent an argument
• Keep the cash out of reach of the patrons
• Praise the patrons for their patience and thank them for their patronage

Getting and keeping volunteers
In the book Time Dollars, author Edgar Cahn, argues that time is our most valuable
resource. When individuals are unemployed or retired they can often feel useless and
undervalued. With the rise of specialization in the business and service sectors, we have
moved away from a society in which communities take care of communities to one in
which experts take care of communities. We often complain that there are not enough
nurses, doctors or social workers to help those in need, but meanwhile there are
thousands of individuals capable of doing a neighbour’s laundry or helping to paint a
kitchen or reading to a child. The point is that there is a huge reservoir of human
resources that is being underutilized. The Good Food Market allows us to engage
volunteers in creating healthy, empowered and happy communities. Here are some
things to look for when recruiting volunteers.
Volunteers will often find you if they know that an opportunity exists for them. Talk to
your patrons, tell them that you could use help running the market or setting up the
market, or advertising and see who comes forward. Use your best judgement when
deciding who you accept to help you. Give them small responsibilities at first and
increase their level of responsibility as their skills develop and as they agree to take on
additional tasks. Some other tips for volunteers:
• Decide in advance what perks your volunteers receive and make sure that this policy
is clearly understood by all staff and volunteers. Be fair yet consistent with this
policy.
• If you decide to give volunteers produce, set a fair monetary amount and encourage
all volunteers to take this amount. FoodShare typically gives its volunteers $7 worth
of produce for a 2-3 hour market. Having a consistent amount will also help for
recording purposes.
• Make sure that your volunteers feel appreciated for their efforts. Check in with them
from time to time to see how they feel about volunteering and to see if they have any

•

suggestions for improving the experience. This will help them realize that they have a
voice.
Be sure to put your volunteers’ safety first.

Ordering produce
An order form will be e-mailed or faxed to you, whichever you prefer. Please fill in all
the information. Be aware that a significant amount of the cost of produce is from the
cost of transportation. Local costs are more stable since they do not rely as heavily on
transportation. FoodShare is committed to helping local farmers feed our cities.
The produce and products on the order form will be organized into local fruit and
vegetables, fruits and vegetables and other products. The quantity of local products
bought will be recorded.
When you have completed the order form, please either fax it, e-mail it, or phone in your
order. Use the order form to help you make your price cards.
See Appendix C for an example of an order form

Ordering supplies
FoodShare also has Market supplies to help make starting the market easier. See the
section “other” in Appendix C for a list of some of the supplies we offer.

Payments
Your agency pays for the produce and supplies. FoodShare is a Not-For-Profit
organization that is already subsidizing the produce, delivery and staff time to organize
the Good Food Market program. We expect payments to be punctual and in full.
An invoice will be delivered with your order. Please cut the stub at the bottom of your
invoice and put it with your payment. Payments are due weekly. Any market that owes
more than $999.00 will not be able to order more produce until the balance is paid.
If produce is missing from your order or is not of excellent quality, please let us know
and we will alter your invoice accordingly. Please send your payment to the address
given on the invoice.
See Appendix D for an example of an invoice

Place making: Making the market a community place
Food is just the beginning of creating healthy, vibrant communities. Social networking,
education and art are all great additions to your market. The key is providing multiple
things for people to see and do at your market. This will encourage community members
to spend time at the market after they have made their purchases and contributes to
creating a safe, welcoming and interesting space. Here are some tips to transform your
market into a community place:
•

Bring a CD player and add some music to the atmosphere of your market!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ask local musician to come play (you can swap an hour of playing for some local
sustainable lettuce and tomatoes)
Ask the community to create their own newsletter with recipes, information about
food issues and community issues.
Hold community events at the market
Schedule meetings and community activities to correspond to the market.
Invite chefs to do cooking demonstrations based on products offered at the market.
Invite farmers to meet the patrons and talk about their farm.
Hold short workshops on topics of interest to the community (you might want to
survey your customers to see what they would like to learn).
Have picnic tables and chairs set up near the market so that people have a place to sit
and relax.
Hold kid-friendly events or activities at the market to encourage entire families to
come to the market.

Winter markets
Continuing markets in the winter help to make affordable, healthy produce and products
available when accessibility is most difficult for isolated and/or low-income areas of
Toronto. FoodShare provides delivery and orders vegetables all year round. If you have
an indoor space available, we can support you in making a vibrant winter market.

APPENDIX A.

APPENDIX B.

544
Grovedale Market

2506 Grovedale Rd.
Eglinton/ Victoria
Judith Scott

416-553-8989
Please check
the above text
for details on
ordering dates
and other
important
information.

1 case

0.5 case

Write the
number of
cases you
wish to order.
Minimum 1/2
case.

Try to order as much
local produce as
possible to help
farmers in the area.
We are aiming for
80% local in the
summer and 40% in
the winter.

Other
products to
help you with
your market

Use the suggested
card price column
to make signs at
the market. Card
prices are marked
up 10%.

APPENDIX C.

APPENDIX D.
FoodShare produce sourcing goals for Good Food Market
FoodShare aims to purchase 50% of produce from local sources for the entire year (April
2007-April 2008). This works out to be 75% local during the summer months and 25%
local during the winter months.
FoodShare aims to purchase 100% of local produce directly from farmers
FoodShare aims to help farmers grow ethnic foods by guaranteeing the farmer that they
will be used at our markets and in our Food Box programs.

Buying practices
No Good Food Box will be able to satisfy all customers and all farmers. The best we can do it to create
ordering guidelines that will help us satisfy as many people as we can. Here is a list of our priorities in
order of importance.
1.
a)

Quality
Acceptable size, no deterioration of product (mold, soft spots, rotting)

b) Used within appropriate shelf life (see appendix -----)
2. Value
a) Prices paid for conventional and organic produce are based on fair wholesale market value
b) Product price is not significantly higher than typical wholesale prices

3. Appropriate
a) Fruits and vegetables are know and used by the majority of cultural groups
Any unfamiliar fruits and vegetables are accompanies by recipes and information
4. Local and seasonal
a) Work with farmers to grow products for us
b) Support local supply and distribution networks—purchase as much as possible as close to home as
possible—Ontario first, then Canada
c) Feature in-season produce
d) Think about the whole year and how to avoid purchasing out to season (i.e. only buy Ontario
asparagus; and try to buy cranberries from Canada)

5.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Sustainable Growing practices
Certified organic (always for organic boxes)
Discourage genetically modified seeds
Transitional and conventional accepted for other boxes
Encourage heritage varieties
No waxed produce

6. Fair trade
a)

Fair wage policies

For example, if we had to make a decision whether to put local broccoli, at $14.75 per case, imported
broccoli, at $15.75 a case, or local organic produce, at $25 a case, in our large Good Food Box, we could
use our priority list to help us. We also know from experience that the local farmer selling broccoli at
14.75 often sends old, or spoiled produce. Following the priorities, and assuming we had not other
alternatives, we would choose quality over locality, and value over sustainable growing practices. In this
particular scenario, local farmers would no benefit directly. Maintaining a program that offers customers
value and quality will allow us to thrive and grow. If the food box had poor quality food or was too
expensive the program might fail which helps out nobody.

